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Motivation & Research Questions
Innovation Mindset

Fraud

Auditors continue to fail to 
respond effectively to fraud risks 

(e.g., SEC 2022; PCAOB 2022; 
IAASB 2022)

Innovation Mindset

“an ability to generate 
creative or novel solutions to 

problems” (CAQ 2018)

Data analytics

Audit firms are increasingly 
investing in & relying on.

Potential to reveal suspicious 
patterns - fraud in particular (e.g., 

CAQ 2021)

What is the effect of engaging an auditor’s innovation mindset 
on the effectiveness of planned audit procedures (i.e., 
procedures targeting a seeded fraud)?



Motivation & Research Questions
Client Insights & Innovation Mindset

Auditors’ provision of client insights when using data analytics during an audit is a new 
trend, used more now than in the past.

“We see it as a way to provide more value-added advice to our clients.” -Big 4 
Partner - (Austin et al. 2021).

However, regulators are concerned that this will distract from auditor’s main goal of 
providing high audit quality.

An innovation mindset may allow auditors to attend to multiple goals (cognitive 
flexibility).

 Does the introduction of a secondary goal – providing client 
insights – decrease audit quality in the absence of an innovation 
mindset?

 Is this mitigated by an innovation mindset?
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Data Gathering & Analysis
Participants

96 auditors at multiple Dutch audit firms through the FAR
3% staff
50% seniors
34% supervisors
10% managers
1% partners

76% employed by Big4 firm

30% females

94% had experience auditing revenue

Have utilized data analytics an average of 6 times

We are thankful to the FAR 
for providing participants 

and access to practitioners 
which was invaluable to 

our results and outcomes.



Data Gathering & Analysis
Method

2 x 2 between-participants experiment
Manipulation 1: Innovation Mindset (yes/no)
Manipulation 2: Insights (yes/no)

Task: 
• Participants used traditional audit evidence and data analytic dashboards to 

finalize the audit program for a hypothetical audit engagement (Precision). 
• Case included a seeded fraud based on a real revenue recognition fraud case.

• Newly introduced marketing strategy introducing management incentives and large increase in 
year-end revenue

• Participants received messages from the CEO of their firm and their audit manager 
containing the manipulations

No insights
+

No innovation mindset

No insights
+

Innovation mindset

Insights
+

No innovation mindset

Insights
+

Innovation mindset



Data Gathering & Analysis
Manipulation 1: Innovation Mindset



Data Gathering & Analysis
Manipulation 2: Insights



Effective Audit procedures
• Open-responses about planned procedures
• Counted non-redundant procedures that would aid in detecting seeded 

fraud, including DA-related procedures 

“Would this procedure help detect the seeded early revenue recognition 
issue?”

Data Gathering & Analysis
Measure of Effective Fraud Procedures



Results & Findings
Main effect & Interaction

- Prompting an innovation mindset increases effective fraud procedures. ✅
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- Prompting an innovation mindset mitigates negative effects of goal conflict providing insights 
may have on audit quality. ✅
- Combining innovation and insights does not have an additive effect. ❌



Contribution to academic knowledge
Literature contribution

Contribution to the mindset literature by examining 
a creativity-based and practice-driven mindset 
(innovation mindset)

Add to goal conflict literature by examining a way 
to mitigate goal conflict

Introduce cognitive flexibility as a cognitive 
process in the auditing literature



Contribution to academic knowledge
Future Research

Under which contexts does an innovation mindset improve audit quality?
• Is this still the case in less “creative” tasks as fraud is more abstract?

How do/can firms really implement this innovation mindset in practice?

What are barriers and enablers for innovation?

With the changing audit environment, is creativity an important skill for new 
auditors?



Contribution to audit quality

We provide evidence that prompting creativity through an 
innovation mindset enhances cognitive flexibility, which in 
turn enhances audit quality. Be innovative!

Look for insights
(as long as you have 

an innovation mindset)!Regulators’ and firms’ emphasis on an innovation mindset is 
important and should continue to be encouraged.

The additional goal to provide client insights CAN be bad for audit 
quality but using the right mindset with multiple goals can improve 

performance

Providing client insights (an additional goal) can detract 
from performance but NOT when engaging an innovation 
mindset .



THANK YOU

“On a mission to reveal audit quality 
drivers, one insight at a time”

This research is made possible by funding and data provided
through/by the Foundation for Auditing Research
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